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L.D. could have avoided a waste 

of time by staying in Atlanta. (AP 

Photo)

Charlotte–The Hawks were in Charlotte but they didn’t really show up. Can’t see how they got anything out of 

this.

– “Zero,” L.D. said. “Zero. Nothing whatsoever.”

– There were lots of ugly numbers but a few that stood out: Atlanta had 23 turnovers and 22 field goals and 

was outscored 50-28 in the paint. Sure, the bench guys played a lot of minutes but so did Charlotte’s reserves

–and when Matt Carroll and Derrick Brown are taking it to you something is up.

– So much for that glow from beating the Heat. “The only thing we do get out of it is we’ve got to be a better 

club in these type situations,” L.D. said. “We can watch film and coverages and all of that but the bottom line is 

we didn’t bring energy, we didn’t bring any since of urgency. That is totally, totally unacceptable. We have got 

to be a team that comes out and is ready to play every single time we step on the floor. I don’t care what the 

situation is. We are paid to come out every night and compete and to leave it all on the floor.”

– If that’s the case, not many guys earned their pay tonight. “They seemed disinterested,” Larry Brown said. 

“They played last night, but still.”

– As in, but still the Hawks at least could have given a professional effort no matter the circumstances of the 

back-to-back preseason games (which ought to be outlawed if you ask me) and drop off in opponent star 

power. If the Hawks cared it didn’t show.

– “This is what you call being able to handle success,” Al said. “Throughout the years I’ve been here we have 

not been able to do that. It shows a lot of immaturity for our team. Now it is for real. Now we have got to really 

get it going.”

– Are the Hawks ready to start the season Wednesday at Memphis? “It is all going to be determined by how 

well we practice,” Al said. “As of right now it is uncertain to me how we are going to be.”

– “We will be all right,” Teague said. “You have games like this. It is better it is the preseason.”
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– “We still have work to do but I am confident,” Smoove said. “Preseason is preseason. You can go 7-0 

preseason but when it is all said and done it is 0-0. You have just got to be ready and geared up. I think we will 

be OK. We’ve got a couple more practices before we have to go to Memphis and play. We have just got to 

bring it.”

– The Hawks couldn’t score because they couldn’t protect the ball or generate good shots in the offense. 

Charlotte got all the layups they wanted because the Hawks were a step slow defensively and, aside from 

Smoove, couldn’t protect the rim. 

– There were several times Josh was frustrated because someone blew their assignment and allowed an easy 

basket. Once again the Hawks seemed confused about their coverages. “We have just got to communicate,” 

Josh said. “I am glad this is a preseason game. I don’t see us having a lot of games like this. We have got to 

communicate more and learn how to do it on the defensive end when the offense isn’t there.”

– Teague’s jump shot still needs a lot of work. He missed all five of his 3-point attempts and about four other 

long jumpers. Only one or two even came close to going in. Teague also had six turnovers.

– At least Teague matched D.J. Augustine’s quickness. If only there were some way for the Hawks to 

combine his speed and defense with Bibby’s shot making, ball protection and vet savvy.

– Etan checked in late and played with energy. If only he could get more lift around the basket.

– Jamal had seven turnovers. One time he lost the ball with no one near him. He still remains the Hawks guard 

most likely to get to the free-throw line.

– After that strong game against the Heat J.J. took it easy for his 17 minutes. He had three fouls and two field-

goal attempts.

– Al had some strong moves around the basket. His jump shot looked better, too.

– JC2 had his moments but was kind of all over the place. It’s about what you expect from him in a blowout 

game where everyone is winging it.

– Mo (knee) stayed behind in Atlanta. Bibby got the night off, which means he did about as much as most of 

his teammates. 

– I’m out, Hawks fans.

MC
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